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There are many ways to improve those quick shots we take that aren’t quite what we wanted,
but were the best we could do. Or maybe you handed your camera/phone o to someone to
take a group shot of you and your friends and they did the best they could with an unfamiliar
camera, but . . . While you might be skilled enough to go into a full edged program such as
Photoshop to modify it, most of us don’t have the software or don’t want to bother. It turns out
that there’s at least one modi cation that’s easy to make that might make a huge di erence.
This adjustment tool actually does two things: straighten and crop. I’ve saved many an image
with this technique alone.
Before I start showing you some I did, it’s worthwhile to mention that in the “good old days”
digital images had so few pixels that any of these techniques would result in seriously
“pixelated” photos that looked more like jigsaw puzzles. That’s no longer the case. Even the
most minimal camera today has far more pixels than one needs for Facebook postings or even
8X10 prints. If you are going to make a huge poster print, maybe that won’t work, but
everything else will be ne.
As usual, I use apple products, but the same functions appear in other systems. Every option
I’ve looked at that allows one to edit an image (phone, tablet, computer) has cropping
functions. It’s like windshield wipers in cars. You might not know where the button is, but you
KNOW there’s one there somewhere. So just start looking.
Cropping functions, however, also usually allow you to rotate or straighten. Those are so useful.
I use them often before I try anything else. So let’s look at ve di erent images that I cropped
(and straightened) in a couple of ways.
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Here’s a photo of a very cool plate that I encountered recently on a cruise. I gave it a quick shot
which meant that there’s shadow, butter on the knife, and distracting silverware. But I loved
this Versace plate so here’s how I rescued it. Notice that I “centered” the Versace name and
then cropped the image to focus on the interesting center image. Will an innocent bystander
know that this is a butter plate? Maybe not, but this pic is for me. I WILL remember how much I
liked this china.

Here’s a photograph of very nice plate of Thanksgiving cookies. There’s nothing “wrong” with
the shot, but a quick edit adds some impact. The eye focuses on the orange and yellow sugar
cookies while the “acorns” add a bit of interest.
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Another point that I consider is orientation (vertical or horizontal) because it makes a di erence
where I am “showing” the pic. If I’m likely to use it on my phone which is usually vertical, I want
to make sure my photo is that direction. Otherwise, there are huge white or black strips above
and below or on each side which is distracting for sure. If I’m likely to show my image on my
iPad, I usually display them horizontally. Facebook images appear best if they are horizontal.
My wonderful Meural (see this article) can be rotated between horizontal and vertical, but it’s
usually horizontal so for images that I’ll display there, that’s my choice.

My next project was this shot from a cruise ship in early light. It’s okay as a captured moment
in time, but some serious cropping added to its interest. Notice that I have both a vertical and a
horizontal crop. Which has the most impact?

Original Image: Early Morning Docking
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Horizontal Cropping of Light Re ection

Vertical Cropping

Horizontal Cropping

As long as I’m talking about cropping, there’s one more issue to consider. Notice in the two
crops above that one is taller than the other. It’s pretty obvious that I chopped o parts without
thinking about the standard proportions or aspect ratios. That’s not a problem if one is posting
on social media or even showing the photo on a device, but when it comes to printing or
displaying on a digital photo album, then it does become an issue. We’ve all gotten prints that
don’t t into our nice 8X10 frame or photographs that were set to be 3X5. If you have ever tried
to print Christmas cards with pics from the drug store, you’ve fought that battle too. The
standard aspect ratio is 4X3 (or 3X4), but televisions and digital frames want the ratio to be
16X9. Other ratios might be 5X4 or 3X2 or even square 4X4. And then there’s the weird crop to
look like you want without regard to ratio size.
Below are examples of the same image in various sizes. Notice what gets “cropped” because
of the size of the framing. I often try to shoot images with a little “extra” just to give myself
some wiggle room. It’s important to remember that the aspect ratio isn’t a size but merely a
proportion.

Aspect Ration: 16X9 (used with television, digital
frames, and Facebook postings)

Original Size
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Aspect Ration: 3X2

Square

Aspect Ration: 4X3
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Aspect Ration: 5X4
( ts an 8X10 frame)

Finally here are two more images that I played with. The rst represents a pretty typical
problem. I was taking this shot through the bus window and caught some ugly glare. Since
what I nally wanted to point out was the architecture and orange tree I was happy to crop
away the problem. It’s still not a great picture and wouldn’t make it onto a frame, but it was a
good exercise.
The last one is a good example of when a shot made by someone else doesn’t quite do what
you’d hoped. I would have liked to have seen the golfer’s feet. By cropping away part of the
legs, I no longer nd myself even thinking about that. While the bottom of the golf club is
missing, it’s still pretty obvious what’s going on here.

So now it’s your turn. Would you have cropped
any of these photographs in a di erent way?
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